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Jesse Goldfarb
JESSE GOLDFARB, A.K.A. TEENY TINY TERRA, came by his love of plants after becoming a father.
Channeling his newfound paternal instincts, Jesse nurtured his wife’s neglected plants, restoring
their vitality. His passion evolved from an obsession with bonsai into the adventurous world of
terrariums after building a tiny plant world for his daughter’s little bunny figurine. It was so much
fun that he built world after terrarium world. People began noticing and commissioning Jesse to
create custom worlds as gifts. From planting a flag atop the mountain for retiring executives to
recreating days frolicking on the beach between friends, the world of terrariums was exploding.
Jesse now has the pleasure of teaching, speaking, playing, and dreaming about plants. He currently
lives in Toronto with his kiddos, wife, and 50+ plants.

TEENY TINY TERRA presents:

TERRARIUM CLASSICS

Lush, evocative photographic illustrations of carefully crafted terrariums tell our favourite, timeless
stories in Teeny Tiny Terra’s TERRARIUM CLASSICS line.
Mary Lennox finds a key, a hidden garden, and new friends at Misselthwaite Manor.
Anne Shirley finds her kindred spirit, family, and the home she’s always wanted in Avonlea.
Little Red Riding Hood finds danger and adventure on the forest path to visit her grandmother.
And Alice finds whimsy, mischief, and mayhem down the rabbit hole into Wonderland.
With special edition art, terrarium designer Jesse Goldfarb brings new life to our most beloved
tales: Frances Hodgson Burnett’s The Secret Garden, Lucy Maud Montgomery’s Anne of Green
Gables, Charles Perrault’s Little Red Riding Hood, and Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in
Wonderland, among others, with mosses, ferns, succulents, flowers, and exquisite plants of all
shapes and sizes.

ANNE
RENAUD
ANNE RENAUD is an award-winning author of over twenty books for children. Anne writes in both
English and French and her titles include: The Boy who Invented the Popsicle: The Cool Science
Behind Frank Epperson’s Famous Frozen Treat, Mr. Crum’s Potato Predicament, The True Tale of
a Giantess: The Story of Anna Swan, Missuk et les oies des neiges, and Albertine PetitBrindamour DÉTESTE les choux de Bruxelles. Her work has won or has been shortlisted for
several literary awards, including the Canadian Jewish Literary Award, the Quebec Writers’
Federation Prize for Children’s and Young Adult Literature, the Silver Birch Award, the
Hackmatack Children’s Choice Award, the Red Cedar Book Award, and the Rocky Mountain
Award. She is also a regular contributor to children’s magazines, such as Highlights, Pockets,
Cricket, Odyssey, and Faces. Anne lives and writes in Westmount, Quebec.

FERDIAND CHEVAL
The Postman Who
Delivered a Palace
In a sleepy town in Southern France stands a mysterious
structure.

RIGHTS SOLD: Reycraft Books
(World English)

Is it a fortress?
A giant labyrinth?
The castle of a long-forgotten king?
It is, in fact, the work of one man, Ferdinand Cheval, who
shaped a palace over the course of 33 years with nothing
but his bare hands, his will, and a few tools.

PUB DATE: September 15, 2022
(hardcover & paperback)
ILLUSTRATOR: Ana Salopek
GENRE: BIOGRAPHY
THEMES: history, community
PAGES: 32

This is the story of how and why his palace came to be.

AGES: 4 - 9

Praise:
“Readers will be captivated by both the story and
Renaud’s retelling, told in verse, which captures
the whimsy and the drive of Cheval’s desire to
leave a ‘reminder of my time here.’ Readers will
come away stirred—and wondering how they, too,
can leave their mark on the world.”
—Kirkus Review

DR. SYRUS MARCUS WARE is a Vanier scholar, visual artist, activist, curator, and educator. Using painting, installation,
and performance, Syrus explores social justice frameworks and black activist culture. His work has been shown widely
across Canada in solo and group shows, and his performance works have been included in local and international
festivals. Syrus is curator of the That’s So Gay show and a co-curator of Blackness Yes!/Blockorama, part of the
Performance Disability Art Collective, and a core-team member of Black Lives Matter (Toronto). In addition to penning a
variety of journals and articles, Syrus is the co-editor of the best-selling Until We Are Free: Reflections on Black Lives
Matter in Canada (URP, 2020), and illustrator of picture book I Promise (Arsenal Pulp Press, 2019). Syrus earned his PhD
at York University in the Faculty of Environmental Studies and is Assistant Professor at the School of the Arts at
McMaster University.

Abolition is Love
What can abolition mean for a child? How can it help
them dream a different future for their community?
In Abolition is Love, Amelie learns about collective care,
mutual aid, and abolitionist ideas as they help their
parents get ready for the annual Prisoners’ Justice Day.
Amelie explores big concepts like love, justice, and care,
and learns how we can build a different world together
through the small choices we make every day. They learn
to resolve a conflict with their cousin who plays
differently than they do, they help their Papa plan a more
accessible park for all, and collectively they create a
beautiful banner. Amelie is also excited to hold their own
candle at the rally, and they look forward to this big-kid
moment to join the ranks of activists calling for justice
and abolition. The book explores possibilities for hope,
and offers ideas for caring for each other and building
communities rooted in social justice and safety for all
people. Parents and teachers can engage young readers
with the expansive illustrations and prompts that suggest
new ways of being in the world together.
Abolition is Love!

RIGHTS SOLD: Triangle
Square/Seven Stories Press
(World)
PUB DATE: February 21, 2023
(hardcover)
ILLUSTRATOR: Alannah Fricker
GENRE: FICTION
THEMES: social justice, abolition,
community, empowerment
PAGES: 36
AGES: 3 - 7
RIGHTS CONTACT: Silvia
Stramenga
silvia@sevenstories.com

Abolition is Love

Middle
Grade
Ages 8 -12

MATTEO L.
CERILLI
MATTEO L. CERILLI is a former ‘gifted kid’ who’s funnelled his frantic
ADHD down into speculative writing. When he’s not at his laptop, he’s
attempting to become a parkour master, or he’s illustrating, or he’s
working for his campus’s queer service group, or he’s accidentally
memorizing an encyclopedia worth of random facts. Currently he attends
York University, where he is studying Professional Writing with a focus on
publishing and the elitism of the current academic form, and Creative
Writing. He writes because he wants to make Big Concepts accessible to
kids and teens, but also because the real fantasy is believing he’ll some
day afford Toronto rent, so he’s trying to get ahead of that.

Nobody Knowles & the Brass Canary
There is no magic in No God Hall.
A foundling, youngest resident and employee of Madam Miss’s Dream Place inn and tavern, elevenyear-old Nobody Knowles dreams of the Upper Side with its gleaming brass and gears, hum of
machinery, and sweet, breathable air, free of the coal-mine smoke that chokes his home. But only
those who are born into talent get to study magic there, visit far and astounding places, and go on to
do many strange and wonderful things.
A curious clockwork fallen from the sky, a chance encounter, and one small lie-of-omission, gives
Nobody the opportunity to become a Tinker—a magician of machines who will solve the greatest
problems of the world. But it means leaving the only family he’s ever known below, and behind.
Making the difficult decision to ascend, Nobody finds himself at Toogud Place with a rival magical
apprentice, his stowaway sister, and a lie that just keeps getting bigger and bigger. Unfortunately, all
is not as it seems in the rarified air of the Upper Side, where thieves and liars lurk. The more Nobody
sees of the world, the less he understands it: why is the price of knowledge so high? While Nobody
learns that every problem has a solution, and with a little practice, he can build a better world for his
friends, his family, and everyone else down in No God Hall, corrupt forces threaten to steal his
revolutionary invention and use it for their own self-interest. His crew has a plan, but time is running
out to save his machine, his sister, and his future, before his lie and all his hard work blows up in his
face. Because it only takes a spark of an idea to change the world—or burn it down.
Matteo L. Cerilli’s debut middle grade fantasy adventure NOBODY KNOWLES & THE BRASS CANARY
is about how we make our own chances, define our own rules, and give life to our dreams, because
magic is everywhere—and in everyone—if you are willing to look, listen, and learn—for fans of Stefan
Bachmann’s The Peculiar and Dhonielle Clayton’s The Marvellers.

RIGHTS: Available
GENRE: FANTASY
THEMES: chosen family, social justice, friendship, neurodiversity
WORD COUNT: 80K
AGES: 8 - 12

RAYMOND JUST is a Marine Corps veteran and business and legal affairs executive at a
major motion picture studio. In addition to two law degrees, he holds a B.A. in English
Literature from U.C. Berkeley with an emphasis in Creative Writing, and a minor in Film.
His first script, a supernatural retelling of Jack the Ripper from a young adult point of
view, won the Best Feature Screenplay Award at the London International Film Festival.
His first novel is a grounded upper middle-grade fantasy that weaves Canadian folklore
with traditional Welsh and Norse mythology in a classic coming of age tale that’s set to
launch a magical series. He currently lives in the Hollywood Hills with his wife and two cats,
a fantasy film collection that stretches back to the 1960’s, and a study with more books
and movie memorabilia than can easily be counted.

RAYMOND
JUST

BRIGHT BLADES AND DARK GODS
Who notices shadows, really?
Thirteen-year-old Firth Fain is a shadow of a boy. Three years after being sent by family court to
Stone Haven Academy, Firth prefers to keep to his room, and tries his best to go unnoticed. As a
loner and an orphan, he’s a favorite target for bullies. But they’re nothing compared to his
nightmares—dark, fantastical visions veiling the memory of his parents’ horrific deaths.
Fellow outsider, eccentric and fearless Xylia Woodward is Firth’s only friend—and maybe something
more. But when the silver amulet given to him by his father sends a dire warning, Firth is forced to
leave the safety of Stone Haven and his new feelings for Xyl behind. Traveling back to where it all
began—the home that burned to the ground three years ago—Firth searches for answers...and
discovers more than he could have possibly imagined.
Buried secrets and long-lost family will lead him on an epic adventure of Old World versus New in a
dangerous race across the wilds of Canada, making new friends and reuniting with an old crush
along the way. With their help, Firth must battle the forces of darkness from both this realm and
beyond. If he hopes to save himself and his world, he’ll have to find the courage to finally step out
of the shadows and into the light.
In this first in an intended upper middle grade fantasy series, THE AMULET OF THE SILVER
DRAGON weaves Norse and Welsh mythology with Canadian folklore in a magical, cross-country
adventure, for fans of the Kiranmala and the Kingdom Beyond series and the Tristan Strong series.

RIGHTS: Available
GENRE: FANTASY ADVENTURE
THEMES: family, friendship, grief, identity
WORD COUNT: ~80K
AGES: 8 - 12

MAGGIE LAFRENIERE is a Canadian writer of novels for young people, with the middle
grade audience being her favorite. She holds a master’s degree in engineering, and has
had the opportunity to work on everything from Formula One race cars, to planes and
Mars rovers. Her stories are packed with humor and heart, and she suspects her love of
writing grounded science fiction is inspired by her career (though it may be the other way
around). Maggie has lived in both Canada and the UK, but these days home is in
Waterdown, Ontario, with her husband and their two boys.

Maggie
Lafreniere

Aliens, and Other Teenage Troubles
Greyson Cole is the most average kid on the planet. Number of friends? Zero. Because Grey is weird—
and not in a cool way. He collects rare video games and does yoga with senior citizens at the local
community center. Nothing ever happens to him—especially not adventures. But on the last day of
middle school, Grey gets a graduation gift that will change his life as he knows it.
It’s the end of the school year—and possibly the world—when Grey receives a mysterious buzzing
parcel with an urgent message from the universe: a group of dangerous alien overlords is competing
in an intergalactic competition to invade planets…and Earth is their next target. Now instead of yoga
summer camp, Grey will be part of an elite team of young people tasked with defending their home
against hostile space invaders at the Extraterrestrial Defense Agency!
But EXDA isn’t exactly the high-tech top-secret facility Grey was expecting. It’s a rundown postal
service depot, where his training consists of an internship with an affable-but-disgraced scientist, and
his team a collection of other middle school freaks and geeks. If EXDA is a joke, does that mean Grey
is too?
While the entire space protection program continues to stretch the very limits of believability, Grey
receives intel on the imminent alien invasion. But before he can warn everyone, he makes a mistake
that shuts down EXDA for good. It’s now up to him to convince the world the threat is real. All of
humanity is resting on his shoulders—and this is his chance to be special. To be a hero.
The universe may be filled with endless mystery and wonder, but just like middle school, it’s also
occupied by some real jerks. But Grey isn’t about to get bullied off of Earth. Finally the star of his own
adventure, Grey will show the world what he’s made of when he’s not tripping over his own two feet
—with the help of his newfound friends, a talking game console, and a little bit of ingenuity. First he’ll
save the galaxy—then conquer high school.
With the heart and humor of The Mitchells vs. the Machines, ALIENS, AND OTHER TEENAGE
TROUBLES is an upper middle grade grounded sci-fi for readers who enjoy epic adventures and
rooting for the underdog—centering family, friendship, and stellar fun.

RIGHTS: Available
GENRE: LITE SCI-FI
THEMES: friendship, family,
summer camp, aliens
WORD COUNT: 45K
AGES: 8 - 12

Lina Toyoda
LINA TOYODA was born in Tokyo, Japan, and grew up on the west coast of Canada. She is a
writer of children’s fiction and an award-winning journalist who has worked as a features
writer, television producer, and news editor in Vancouver, B.C., Honolulu, Hawaii, and Toronto.
Currently finishing her master’s degree in spiritually-integrated psychotherapy, she lives in
downtown Toronto where she wrote her first novel, a historical fantasy for middle-grade
readers which weaves traditional Japanese mythology, culture, the occult, and magic.

The Curse of the Fox Moon
Before twelve-year-old Yuna lost her father, she
loved spending time learning magic tricks and
practicing the ancient art of tree-walking with
her best friend. Now consumed by grief, she
seeks solace at her grandmother's house and
accidentally stumbles across a prophecy—and a
challenge.
Summoned by a mysterious voice in a conch
shell, Yuna is tasked with rescuing her father’s
spirit who is trapped at the bridge of the
mythical Sanzu River. The revelation that her
family comes from a long lineage of majos
(mystical witches)—and that she must bend
time to travel to feudal Japan to confront the
cunning white fox—seems like too much to
bear. But if she doesn’t try, her father's spirit will
never reach the afterlife. With the help of
friends old and new, including a telepathic bird
and shapeshifting monk, Yuna must adapt
quickly and embrace her innate powers to stop
the white fox before the curse foretold in the
prophecy brings an even darker fate to the
present world.
For readers of Aru Shah and Kiranmala and the
Kingdom Beyond series, THE CURSE OF THE
FOX MOON is an action-packed middle grade
fantasy, set in feudal Japan, that will fascinate
North American readers with its lavish
mythology, history, and a fierce cast of
characters that will stay with them forever.

RIGHTS: Available
GENRE: FANTASY
THEMES: grief and loss, family,
cultural identity
WORD COUNT: ~60K
AGES: 8 - 12

Young
Adult
Ages 12+

L A U R A
N O W L I N

LAURA NOWLIN is the New York Times bestselling author of If He had Been
with Me and This Song is (Not) for You. She holds a BA in English with an
emphasis in Creative Writing from Missouri State University. When she
isn’t at home agonizing over her own novels, Laura works at the public
library where the patrons give her plenty of inspiration for her writing.
She lives in St. Louis with her family.

If He Had Been with Me
A New York Times Bestseller
If he had been with me, everything would have been
different…
Autumn and Finn used to be inseparable. But then
something changed. Or they changed. Now, they do their
best to ignore each other.
Autumn has her boyfriend Jamie, and her close-knit
group of friends. And Finn has become that boy at school,
the one everyone wants to be around.
That still doesn’t stop the way Autumn feels every time
she and Finn cross paths, and the growing, nagging
thought that maybe things could have been different.
Maybe they should be together.

But come August, things will change forever. And as
time passes, Autumn will be forced to confront how
else life might have been different if they had never
parted ways…
Perfect for readers of All the Bright Places; How She Died,
How I Lived; and Dear Evan Hansen, If He Had Been with
Me is a beautiful, raw portrait of love, regret, and the lifealtering impact of the relationships we hold closest to us.

RIGHTS SOLD: Fire/Sourcebooks (World
English); Aspendos Yayincilik (Turkey);
Tantor (Audiobook)
PUB DATE: April 2, 2013; March 13, 2020
(repackage); December 22, 2020
(audiobook)
GENRE: Contemporary Romance
PAGES: 336
AGES: 12+

If Only I Had Told Her
Upcoming Companion Novel
to the New York Times Bestseller If He Had Been With Me
The best weekend of Finn’s life will also be his last.
It’s been six years since Finn kissed Autumn and everything between them changed. Six years of
dating other people, leading different lives—of too many things unsaid, and time lost. Finn and
Autumn always should have been together, and now, finally, it’s happened. Only to end all too soon,
in terrible tragedy.
Finn can’t believe it: he and Autumn are a couple. There are so many things he wants to tell her, so
many moments in their history where he wishes he had handled things differently. So many ways
he loves her. He just has to end it with his girlfriend Sylvie first—he owes her that much after four
years of dating. But their breakup will be the literal death of him.
Jack doesn’t want to be the-best-friend-of-the-guy-who-died. Devastated by the accident, he
blames Autumn—none of this would have happened if she had just left him alone to live his life.
Jack struggles to find his way through his loss, and sees the how grief affects everyone who loved
Finn differently—especially Autumn.
Autumn is older now, but remembers those days after Finn died like they were yesterday—her lifeafter-near-death, bringing new life into the world, and the random crossing of paths with Jack that
showed her love is never really lost.
Told in three parts, Finn, Jack, and Autumn are back in If Only I Had Told Her to share their stories
from where If He Had Been With Me left off. An epic romance, re-imagined from new perspectives
of the past, present, and future, Laura Nowlin fans will have their hearts broken all over again—and
ultimately put back together.

RIGHTS SOLD: Fire/Sourcebooks (World English)
PUB DATE: September 2023
GENRE: Contemporary Romance
AGE: 12+

PRAISE for If He had Been With Me
"This sweet, authentic love story masks complex characters dealing with complex issues: single
parents, divorce, only children yet ersatz siblings; high school, college, the pull of the clique;
love, friendship, sex, and teen pregnancy....First-time author Nowlin keeps the story real and
fast paced, avoiding the melodramatic."
—Booklist
"The finely drawn characters capture readers' attention in this debut....Autumn's coming-of-age
is sensitively chronicled, with a wide range of experiences and events shaping her character.
Even secondary characters are well-rounded, with their own histories and motivations....
Readers will relish the opportunity to climb inside Autumn's head."
—Kirkus Reviews
"[Autumn and Finn's] romance is Shakespeare-worthy in its tragic dimension. Autumn's
reflections on love's possibilities and near-misses will surely resonate with the unsettled teen
soul, and readers will get exactly what they came for, and then some."
—The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books
"The heart of this novel is an examination of an unresolved childhood love that is so pure and
sweet that it seems too fragile to survive the turbulent years of adolescence. Using tender prose
that makes it hard not to care about the main characters, this title chronicles four years of high
school and the confusing post-graduation period. At the end, when Nowlin reveals why Finny
should have been with Autumn all along, readers are sure to feel the ache of life's
capriciousness."
—School Library Journal
"Educators and librarians looking for fast-moving, interesting plots, in-depth characters, and
meaningful themes need to add this one to their shelves."
—VOYA Magazine
“This is a story of friendship, family, love, and regret. Readers know from the beginning that
Autumn and Finny’s story will end in tragedy, but that does not stop the reader from wanting to
follow their journey. Recommended.”
—Library Media Connection
“Friendship, love, secrets, hope and regret…this book has it all!...If He Had Been With Me by
Laura Nowlin is a page-turner that you won’t be able to put down.”
—The Girl's Life Book Club

JO TREGGIARI

JO TREGGIARI was born in London, England, and raised in Canada. She spent
many years in Oakland, California, and New York, where she trained as a
boxer, wrote for a punk magazine, and owned a gangster rap/indie rock
record label. Her novel Ashes, Ashes, a YA post-apocalyptic adventure
published by Scholastic Press, was a multiple award nominee and bestseller.
Her acclaimed novella Love You Like Suicide, appeared in the Fierce Ink Press
anthology Becoming Fierce: Teen Stories IRL, and as a limited edition of the
long-running zine Cometbus. Her most recent YA novels are Blood Will Out, a
psych-thriller, published by Penguin Teen (2018), and a second thriller, The
Grey Sisters, (Penguin Teen, 2019) which was a finalist for the Governor
General's Literary Award and was shortlisted for a Crime Writers of Canada
Award.

HEARTBREAK
HOMES
A gripping locked-door YA murder mystery told from
multiple perspectives from Governor General’s Award–
and Crime Writers of Canada Award–nominated
author of The Grey Sisters and Blood Will Out.
The back-to-school blowout filled with drinks and
drugs isn’t Frankie’s scene, but she would do anything
for her childhood best friend, Jessa, whose recent ugly
duckling transformation has her hanging with a new
crowd and vying for pretty boy Malcolm—the popular
senior throwing the all-out rager on his father’s
deserted development property.
Martin hasn’t heard from his old friends since his father
lost everything and moved them across town. Until the
party invitation. Between working double-shifts and
avoiding his father’s sad-guilty routine, Martin decides
to blow off some steam. But the party house is a
monument to the bad real estate deal that left half the
town in financial ruin—and the heart of all that has
gone wrong for him and his family.
Cara and her crew of lost girls have been squatting in a
model home on the property, stealing for their survival.
The party is the perfect mark—privileged kids,
abundant alcohol, and dark corners. The girls score big
with their haul, but the celebration is short-lived when
they learn their temporary home is at risk of discovery.
They could be split up and forced back onto the unsafe
streets.
In the wake of a brutal brawl, the guests find their host
lifeless in a tangle of blood-soaked sheets. And
Malcolm’s murder is only the first. Escalating violence
drives Frankie, Martin, and Cara to forge new bonds,
and together unmask a killer. Narrated from multiple
perspectives, Heartbreak Homes is about what
compels us to kill—and the true face of justice.

RIGHTS SOLD: Nimbus (Canada)
PUB DATE: October 11, 2022
GENRE: THRILLER
PAGES: 304
AGE: 12+

PRAISE for Heartbreak Homes
“Polished prose, a trio of finely crafted narrators, and the best sort of finale: one that sits in the
rich spaces between black and white, tailor-made for meaty discussion and passionate opinion.
Heartbreak Homes confirms Jo Treggiari's place in the top tier of YA mystery writers.”
—Darren Groth, author of Boy in the Blue Hammock and Munro vs. the Coyote
“Heartbreak Homes, the latest from GG nominee Jo Treggiari, manages to be many things at
once: a thrilling, twisty mystery that I couldn’t put down, a high school ensemble featuring a
large and compelling cast of characters, and an incisive but sensitive piece of social
commentary. In Treggiari’s deft hands, this skillfully crafted multi-voice thriller keeps readers
guessing, while providing nuanced insights into the emotions and backstories of her complex
main characters. An absolute must read from one of the best writers of teen thrillers working
today!”
—Tom Ryan, award-winning author of Keep This To Yourself
“A complex and twisting story featuring an engaging cast of misfits and a thrilling reveal.
Riveting!”
—Vicki Grant, bestselling author of 36 Questions That Changed My Mind About You
“A tense, riveting murder mystery…that also invites readers to look beyond the surface.”
—Atlantic Books Today
"Literature that is unafraid of the hard truths, that tells the story with authenticity, is literature
that we need. I highly recommend this book.”
—The Miramichi Review
“Treggiari has created a satisfying mystery that also reminds readers to remember that there is
always so much more to each person’s story than what we see on the surface.” —Woozles
Children’s Bookstore

Jenny Taylor-Whitehorn
JENNY TAYLOR-WHITEHORN is a Denver-based author and screenwriter. Jenny has an MFA in
Screenwriting from UCLA, where she was awarded the James Pendleton Award, the Larry Thor
Memorial Award, Oliver’s Prize, and was featured in the 2016, UCLA Screenwriter’s Showcase.
Jenny has developed content with Sony Crackle, Dreamworks TV, and NBC Universal. She’s been a
finalist in contests such as Screencraft Pilot Launch, Final Draft’s Big Break, and the Austin Film
Festival. Her country music-inspired YA romance script, THE LOW PLACE is currently being
packaged by Ian Bryce Productions. She teaches screenwriting at Lighthouse Writer’s Workshop
and reads for The Colorado Film Commission. Born in Prince Edward Island, Canada, she now lives in
Denver, Colorado, with her husband Michael, her kids Phoebe and Rory, and their dog Dan.

FAINTING IN LOVE
A fresh dual-narrative contemporary YA romance, FAINTING IN LOVE by screenwriter
and novelist Jenny Taylor-Whitehorn is perfect for fans of Jenny Han’s To All The Boys
I’ve Loved Before, and Nicola Yoon’s Everything, Everything. Our protagonist Laurel’s
experience with isolation will be familiar to teen readers after two years of pandemic
restrictions.
Born with a rare heart condition that causes her to faint unexpectedly, free spirit
Laurel Tilley does not like being seen as a swooning damsel in distress. She's just a girl
born in an unpredictable body that at any moment could render her unconscious and
helpless. Her well-meaning, but overprotective dads have insisted on homeschooling
for her entire teenage life—until a cross-country move means a new start at a public
high school. Finally, this is Laurel’s chance to be “normal".
After a particularly scary episode poolside, lifeguard Brody Martinez pulls a girl out of
watery danger, leaving them both breathless. But Brody has a girlfriend. And a sick
mom. With his summer jobs coming to an end, he has a whole lot on his already full
plate. When the fainting girl’s father offers Brody a job—to hang out with his
daughter, and be her protector—how can he say no? The only condition: the girl can
never know.
With every moment they spend together Laurel and Brody’s undeniable connection
deepens. But they both hold secrets that threaten to ruin it all.
FAINTING IN LOVE is about finding a different kind of strength when brawn is not an
option, while navigating mysterious illnesses, parents with mental health issues, and
falling madly in love despite it all.

RIGHTS: Available
GENRE: CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE
THEMES: isolation, romantic relationships, mental health, invisible illness
WORD COUNT: ~70K
AGES: 12+

RUTH E. WALKER still has the book she “borrowed” from her high school library: R is for
Rocket by Ray Bradbury. Raised on a healthy diet of fairy tales and fables, her broad
literary appetite introduced her to Shakespeare, Isaac Asimov, Stephen King, and
Margaret Atwood. Poetry taught her how powerful images stick to the brain. Star Trek
(every single series), taught her how a storyline can be made fresh again and again. But
she didn’t know she was a writer until, as a mature student at Trent University, a
professor commented on her creative work. BINGO. She hasn’t looked back since.
The first story Ruth submitted won $1,000 and publication in Canadian Living magazine in
1996. Soon after, her poetry, fiction and creative nonfiction found homes in Canadian, US
and UK publications.
Her debut novel, Living Underground, was a Canadian Authors Association’s top ten book
in 2013, and achieved second printing soon after. In 2014, her 72-hour first draft won the
YA award at the Muskoka Novel Marathon and an Ontario Arts Council WIP grant.
Ruth is a popular creative writing workshop teacher, designing and delivering programs
for high school students and adults, privately and through her partnership at Writescape.
With her husband, Ruth lives and writes in Oshawa, where she respects that they are
settlers on the traditional territory of the Mississaugas of Scugog Island First Nation,
covered under the Williams Treaties.

Ruth E. Walker

THE LAST BATTLEKEEP
Fifteen-year-old Garnet is the only Battlekeep, charged to pick over the barren territory
between the warring clans, sanctify warriors too wounded to save with her medical
herb, and collect trophies left behind in the killing fields. Garnet dreams of becoming a
warrior herself, fighting against the enemy and bringing merciless death with her blade,
instead of merely reaping the aftermath of battle. But her struggle for acceptance is
complicated by being thought of as a “sick-eyed, cry-faced female”—different, and a girl.
With an inadvertent lie, Garnet is banished from the safety of the only home she’s ever
known, and cast out into darkfall—when the fleshstrippers roam. If she can survive the
night, she’ll have to bring her leader military intelligence that will tip the scales in their
deadlocked war if she is to regain her honor and place among her people. When she is
captured, Garnet sees her opportunity to infiltrate the enemy, and steal their secrets.
But the longer she spends among them, the more she questions the war, her beliefs,
and where she truly belongs. What she learns will change everything—the first of her
kind, the fate of the world will depend on her courage, and her word.
A beautifully woven tale of lost knowledge, new perspectives, eternal patterns, and the
narratives we tell, THE LAST BATTLEKEEP is for readers of Patrick Ness’s The Knife of
Never Letting Go, Margaret Owens’s The Merciful Crow, and Kristin Cashore’s Graceling.

RIGHTS: Available
GENRE: SCIENCE FICTION
THEMES: feminist, environmental, identity
WORD COUNT: ~95K
AGES: 16+

Nonfiction

JEAN E. PENDZIWOL is the author of more than ten critically-acclaimed books for children,
including Once Upon a Northern Night—finalist for the Governor General’s Literary Award
and the TD Canadian Children’s Literature Award—and I Found Hope in a Cherry Tree—a
2020 Globe & Mail recommended book. Her bestselling picture book No Dragons for Tea:
Fire Safety for Kids (and Dragons), was selected by McDonald's Restaurants for their
Happy Meal literacy program and continues to be used to teach fire safety in a number of
countries including the US and UK. Jean's debut adult novel, The Lightkeeper's Daughters,
was a Globe & Mail bestseller, shortlisted for the HWA Debut Crown, a BBC Radio 2 Book
Club selection, and winner of the Northern Lit Award. Her books for both adults and
children have been translated into more than twenty languages and are available around
the world. Her newest picture book, When I Listen to Silence, is illustrated by Carmen Mok.
Jean lives in northwestern Ontario where she has been a sessional lecturer of creative
writing at Lakehead University.
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THE STORY OF BREAD
How One Food Changed the World
What food caused a war and ended another?
What’s the connection between farting
bacteria and the toast you had for breakfast?
Why was the Greek goddess Demeter
worshiped in secret ceremonies that only
women were allowed to attend?
Find answers to all these questions and more in
THE STORY OF BREAD: HOW ONE FOOD
CHANGED THE WORLD, a delicious look at one
of the world’s most widely eaten foods.

RIGHTS: Available
THEMES: history, geography,
multiculturalism, food
WORD COUNT: ~45K words
AGES: 8 - 12

A middle grade microhistory, THE STORY OF
BREAD follows its evolution from the firesides of
early
nomadic
cultures
to
modern
manufacturing
and
the
resurgence
of
“sourdough” bread making. Readers will
discover bread at the heart of several religions,
learn how it shaped politics by causing wars
(and ending them), explore how it is used in
ceremony, the role it played as the catalyst for
agriculture, and travel the world to learn how
people prepare and eat this simple food made
of ground up grass seed and water. Highlyillustrated, with fact panels and interactive
elements, THE STORY OF BREAD is Sapiens for
kids, through the lens of their favorite
carbohydrate food.
The first in a potential flight of fascinating foodrelated nonfiction projects from award-winning
author Jean E. Pendziwol, THE STORY OF
BREAD is perfect for fans of The Magnificent
Book of Treasures series and the Honest History
series.
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